
  

 

The Intention Declaration Process 

Affirmations are a tricky thing because we get what we are really asking for, not what we are saying. We 
magnetize what we are really believing about the thing we want (which is usually confirming its absence 
rather than allowing it to flow to us through the Law of Attraction). This process is designed to stay 
vague enough to be “believable” within your current reality. It is my hope that it feels good, realistic, 
and that you are able to find such a state of happiness while completing it, that you can marinate in the 
blessings that are surely on their way to you… without them having to be here first in order to enjoy 
them! It is within that space of gratitude and faith that you will allow. So be it! And it is so. 

The Intention Declaration Words 

It is advised to set your Sacred Space before you begin. Truly, your words and focus have the power to 
co-create the experiences which will Divinely Align through the declaration of them. If something 
triggers you (rubs you the wrong way) with the way in which I phrase something, adjust it or omit it! You 
may have a Shadow aspect which needs integrating if there is something you are pushing against. It is all 
progress! Either in defining what you do believe, or choosing new beliefs all together. 

You may wish print it out, read it out loud, and pull a code to execute your intention. Or sit in 
meditation, place under your pillow, or light it on fire for transformation and integration.  

What’s a code? The Anahata Codes are The Law of Attraction of Energy Medicine and the entire 
modality is free at www.AnahataCodes.com. The short end of how to pull a code is to focus vibrationally 
on what you desire (or the intention you’ve just solidified through this process) and then choose A, B or 
C. This is the Category Column. Then focus again and choose 1 – 8, this is the category row. Once you 
have a Category Row and Column, simply go to that Tab. Then one last time, see what rows within the 
Category your chose are populated and choose a final row (without looking first at the names of the 
things represented). You’ll see what I mean when you open the spreadsheet of Codes. The Law of 
Attraction is leading you towards the expression of something in the Universe that will align you with 
your asking. There are 27 Categories, things like Crystals, Herbs, Flower Essences, Essential Oils, Totem 
Animals, Astrology, Tarot, Sacred Geometry, 32 Paths of Wisdom, Chakras, Meridians, Archetypes to 
names a few… A guide can be found on the download page or join www.AnahataMastery.com.  

Everything has its own Energy Signature and through the Divine Equation of your Intention, The Anahata 
Code, and your Heart Portal, you can Activate Assisting Frequencies and Evolutionary DNA. Any concern 
or desire, there’s a code for that. Your Resonance Remembrance awaits. Your super power can be any 
super power currently defined because you are already connected to it. This process will remove blocks, 
help you rewire and replenish, resonate and reunite, while rejoicing your way to experiencing the best 
2019 your desires have created vibrationally. All is yours. Here. We. Go. 

http://www.anahatacodes.com/
http://www.anahatamastery.com/


  

 

The Intention Declaration  

Being fully aware that words are not adequate for the magnitude of desires which I have and continue 
to update, I allow the spaces between these words (the vibrational components of my collective asking) 
to call forth the precise experiences I am yearning for in 2019 and beyond. The combination of my 
grandest desires and imagination for the life I want to live are a vibrational reality. I realize I need only 
align with them to experience them. The Divine Synchronies about to open up are exquisite, unlimited, 
and appreciated.  

I, __________________________________ hereby surrender. Having done all the “work” to birth my 
requests, and having the reality I seek accessible through my asking (mind, body and soul), I consciously 
choose to let go. To allow the path of least resistance to light up and guide me to what I have so skillfully 
and passionately requested. The light is Joy and I feel it in unrelated things which bring me into more 
alignment with my desires, and specific things which show me I’m manifesting them physically.  

I am aware of the potential resistance I have which is now viewed as a blessing because it will keep me 
on track by alerting me to the things that don’t serve me so that I can navigate my way back to the path 
of least resistance without shaming or blaming myself for a perceived failure which doesn’t exist.  

I am aware that any pain I have now in the absence of my desire is not due to the absence of what I 
want, but because I am simply holding myself apart from what I want. When viewed this way, I can 
choose in the Now now (not the now past or the now future) to open up and receive. I can use the 
navigational ques of feeling good (on the fast path to bliss) and feeling bad (holding myself from the 
path of ease) to light the way. Appreciation, Desire and Expectation will lead the way. 

I will not confuse fear-based feelings related to my bliss as signs that I’m on the wrong path, just as a 
sign I am not allowing. I know the fear I feel may be self-sabotage as I throw resistance on my path to 
attaining alignment with my goals. I realize that limiting beliefs (both chosen and acquired) are but 
aspects of my Shadow that I now seek to reintegrate. These beliefs have served their purpose and I 
appreciate what they’ve done to support me in defining my goals.  

I, __________________________________ no longer need to struggle. I choose not to “believe” the 
disruptive and fear-based programming which I have either chosen based on judgements, or which I 
have acquired due to epigenetics or my immediate environment. I no longer choose them because they 
are preventing me from reaching my goals. I don’t blame them, I thank them and simply empower 
myself to choose another reality that serves me. 

I call upon any Assisting Frequencies which are available to assist me in aligning with my urgent goals all 
the way out to my “would-be-nice” list of wanting to make themselves known and for me to be open to 
using them. These may come in the form of pulling Anahata Codes, or as I experience the physical 



  

 

Medicine through my physical reality of seeing, tasting, touching, smelling and feeling. May I be open to 
these Divine Messages and may they make themselves known.  

I can feel my Unity with all things and give thanks for I AM part of the Divine Tapestry weaving this world 
and the new. Those who await my Medicine are calling me to them just as my best reality is imminent as 
they call me forth. Even if I stumble and default to old programs, in the Now now, I choose to reset and 
with gratitude and faith, align in each moment with the realization of my desires, or the appreciation I 
have for the contrast which in part, assists me in desiring in the first place. In this way, my life will unfold 
perfectly as I choose this path of bliss and shower that light upon everyone who encounters my 
resonance.  

I choose to focus on being happy, realizing it is the very resonance I hope to achieve at the end of any 
desire. And when I can BE happy now (in absence) it accomplishes the same goal WHILE allowing that 
which I desire to flow with me through resonance. 

I marinate now in this collective knowing called the Intention Declaration. Having achieved the desired 
outcome of feeling bliss in the having of this declaration (which represents all my desires both voiced 
and yet to come), I align with it all. And will delight in each unfolding on my journey of joy. 

The future is always flowing to me and through me. I choose now, to cultivate a path of bliss through the 
limitless timeline potentials spread forth from my asking. 

It is so. And so it is. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

An Awakening Purpose – Clarifying Session 

After listening to my Get Paid to Become You Video Series and 
Coaching Sessions (www.GetPaidToBecomeYou.com), you now 
understand the importance of speaking clearly to those who are 
awaiting your “especially pure” (Vishuddha) Medicine. They can’t 
hear you if you aren’t speaking to them or aren’t framing yourself as 
the urgent solution to the problem they have. They can’t find you if 
your Shadow is preventing alignment with them. They can’t find you 
if you aren’t mastering your Magnetics. They can’t find you if you 
aren’t willing to learn new things in order to reach them. They can’t 
find you if you aren’t conscious of what you’re asking for with your 
chronic thoughts and emotional responses. Your Magnetism is Mind, 

Body and Soul, and you can use BOTH ends of the wave (wanted and unwanted) as your super power 
when you know how to! Your Mess is Your Medicine™.  

That’s why I am opening my heart (and my Calendar- while it lasts) to invite you to book a FREE 
Clarifying Session with me, Anahata. An Awakening Purpose Clarifying Session will help you to: 

• Get clear on what your gifts are and who they are for… 
• Uncover potential self-sabotage preventing you from living your purpose… 
• Leave the session ready to serve those who need you where they are, from where you are… 
• So that you can get paid to do so! 

Once my schedule books up, you’ll be added to a waiting list.  

 

Book Your FREE Awakening Purpose Clarifying Session Now 

 

In awe and sheer gratitude for the new you birth this world,  

 

 

http://www.getpaidtobecomeyou.com/
https://www.hollyhallowell.com/book-anahata-online


  

 

About Anahata 

After 17 years in Corporate America as a seasoned Marketing Professional 
working with brands like Whole Foods Market, Best Buy, and Vail Resorts 
Holly (Anahata) was laid off and out of prospects. With a toddler at home 
and a strong desire to end the 9-5, she surrendered to her higher calling; 
Energy Medicine. But the Corporate Marketing “rules” didn’t seem to 
apply to the Heartpreneur world she now found herself in and it was a 
struggle to find clients.  

Fast forward a few years after the Divine Download she had in that time of 
surrender and expansion, and her work has blossomed into a full-fledged 
movement called Anahata Codes (The Law of Attraction of Energy 
Medicine). With thousands of students around the world and dozens of 
Practitioners, she was faced again with the strange dynamics of lack and 
struggle present in the lives and businesses of those she was teaching. 

Dedicated to supporting her Students succeed, she began teaching the processes that allow her to work 
part-time while receiving double (and growing) what she used to make when working for someone else. 
Vishuddha Marketing was born and with it, an entirely new way to attract clients using what she does 
best; Conscious Co-creation and the Law of Resonance pared with Grid Systems that work to flow your 
Magnificence in abundant exchange. She joyously assists those in finding their Especially Pure Voices so 
that they can Get Paid to Become AND Assist the Planet. 


